Abstract
Introduction
Cloud computing is an economic driven model for large-scale distributed computing. Driven by this mode, cloud storage and cloud security services have appeared. Through virtualization, cloud computing provider its power and all kinds of resources to the custom [1] [2] [3] . How to efficiently assign the cloud resources to the user, which we called task scheduling, is a key technical issue. Scholars have proposed FCFS algorithm, greedy algorithm, genetic algorithm and other algorithms [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] to solve this problem. As a heuristic algorithm, ant colony algorithm has advantage for solving this NP-hard problem. Traditional ant colony algorithm is a good choice for solving traveling salesman problem, coloring problem and so on. We proposed the improved ant colony algorithm for solving the cloud task scheduling problem based on traditional ant colony algorithm [10] [11] [12] [13] .
The simulation of the improved ant colony algorithm is based on CloudSim Kit. CloudSim [14] [15] is a discrete event simulation package library that developed on SimJava, it inherits the GridSim programming model to support the research and development of cloud computing, and provides the following new features. 1) Modeling and Simulation of the infrastructure to support large-scale cloud computing. 2) Platform support of a self-contained data center, service agent, scheduling and allocation strategy. CloudSim unique features: First, the virtualization engine designed to help building and managing multiple data center nodes, independent, collaborative virtual services; second is that the processing of core virtualization service allocation could flexibility switch between time sharing and space sharing.
The second section of this paper describes the mathematical model of the ant colony. Section third focuses on improved ant colony algorithm model. The pseudo-code and the related simulation result are given in the fourth section.
The mathematical model of the ant colony algorithm
Ant colony algorithm, which inspired from the foraging behavior of ants, is used to solve some very complex problems in real life. The traveling salesman problem is one of the most typical applications of the ant colony algorithm. Now, we illustrate the mathematical model of the ant colony algorithm by the example of TSP.
General steps for solving these problems by ant colony algorithm. 1) Initialize the pheromone on all paths. 2) Randomly place ants to one city and then traverse all cities until it finds a solution.
3) Updates pheromone on the crossing path that builds by the ant. 4) After finite number of iterations (the number of iterations is generally related to how much of the city), the final convergence path is the optimal solution.
At time t , the probability of ant k in city i choose city j can be calculated by the formula below.
[ 
Cloud simulation platforms based scheduling mechanism

Cloud task scheduling mechanism
The cloud task scheduling is a process for handling the data submits by user in an orderly and efficient way. CloudSim task scheduling model in cloud computing is shown in Figure 1 .The basic model of the cloud computing platform for task scheduling consists of five main parts. Users are the cloud computing platform for end-users, this is a large cluster, and they do not need to know the technical implementation details of the cloud computing platform. Users can access the cloud computing platform and enjoy the services by the interface that provides by it. Tasks are the task units that request for being processed to the cloud computing platform. It has a many-to-one relationship to user, a user can request to handle multiple tasks, but a specific task is only part of a user. Virtual Machines that own virtualized processor, memory and bandwidth, which can handle the actual user tasks machine runs on the Host entity. Datacenter encapsulates Host entity inside.CIS, Cloud Information Service, is the entity provides resources registration and reference. CIS supports two basic operations that is publish ( ) and search ( ). Publish ( ) allows entities to register by CIS. Search ( ) allows cloud coordinator and agent-like entities to find out the status and position of the other entity. The entity will notify the other entities at the end of simulation. CIS encapsulated data center agents, scheduler virtual machine and the virtual machine scheduling policy inside it.
Figure 1.Task scheduling model of CloudSim
The main task of the paper is to expand and improve scheduling strategy in DataCenterBroker. We transplant FCFS, Greedy and ACO algorithm to DatacenterBroker as plugins. Ultimately, these algorithms embedded into a visual task scheduling system and output the results in an intuitive way.
Bipartite graph model
Traditional ant colony algorithm is one of the best methods to solve TSP problem, which must be able to find a path of convergence after a finite number of iterations. But traditional ant colony algorithm cannot be directly used to solve the problem of task allocation. TSP and task allocation model is shown in Figure 2 . From the figure we can see that we just need to find a way do not repeat urban nodes as a solution. The city node that is the end of the path is another path starting point, and the ants construct the solutions are continuous. But what unlike to TSP problem that only need to consider the distance between cities is that it needs consider both the length of the task and the processing capabilities of the virtual machine. This is a multi-objective optimal matching problem. We stipulate that the ants start from a task node loop through all the tasks is a solution. It can be seen from the right side of the task allocation model that the solutions found by ants are intermittent rather than continuous.
Figure 2.TSP and task allocation model
Ant colony loop through the entire task nodes according to certain rules rather than random traversal. Figure 3 set six tasks and four virtual machines and give two different looping methods. The left is the correct match mode that can be called as a solution while there are two errors of matching pattern on the right bipartite graph. First, a task cannot be simultaneously distributed to multiple virtual machines where the 1st task simultaneously distributed to 1st and the 2nd virtual machine at wrong. It should assign task to the idle virtual machine when there has one or more in the system. We assigned the 1st task to the 1st virtual machine while we should assigned 2nd task to the 2nd virtual machine rather than the first. 
Ant colony optimization algorithms under cloud computing platform
The ants need travel around all task nodes to construct a solution. While there existing virtual machine in the system, the probability that task i select virtual machine j can be calculated below. allowed indicates the vm numbers that the ant can move to.  is the relative importance of the time factor.  means the importance of pheromone. Figure 4 shows a flowchart of the ants travel lap.
In this flowchart, i representative task ID, and j represents the virtual machine number. The ants travel around steps: 1) Randomly placed the ant into a task node and let the virtual machine on the place to be distributed. Initialize pheromone value on each edge.
2) Determining whether the ID of the virtual machine is greater than the largest virtual machine ID. If so, it indicate there has no idle virtual machine in the system.
3) Selecting the appropriate virtual machine based on the prior probability model while there has empty virtual machine in the system. If there is no idle virtual machine, then assign the task to an optimal virtual machine. 4) Let task move to the next and determine whether the task number is greater than the maximum task number. If so, the traverse is done. 5) Repeat steps 2 to 4 until all tasks are assigned to the appropriate virtual machine. 6) Calculating the total time spend by ants for building the solution and update the pheromone value by formula below.
is the pheromone value after updating. ) (t pheromone is pheromone value before update. D represents motivating factor setting by different applications. In step 3, there exists a problem of assigning task j to the optimal virtual machine j when the system had no idle virtual machines. Assigning the task to the virtual machine that makes the value of timeUsage at minimum. The idea of the ant colony optimization algorithm is finding a solution by ant's tour model through a finite number of iterations. Ants crawling for paths through pheromones and path length when there have idle virtual machine in the system while finding the virtual machine by time greedy when there has no virtual machine. The complexity of the algorithm is an important indicator to consider the merits of an algorithm. Ant colony optimization algorithm parameter description and pseudo-code is shown in Table1 and Table 2 .
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Simulation and results analysis
The main tools of the experiment are eclipse and CloudSim. We designed three different parameter setting mode: XML configuration, the average random and Gaussian random in this simulation system. We should manually set parameters by XML configuration while we could get randomly parameters by the second and third methods. Figure 5 shows a simple XML configuration file of the virtual machine and tasks. From the configuration file we can see that virtual machines need to configure the number, ID, processing power (MIPS) and tasks need to configure the number, ID, length in the cloud simulation system. In average random, virtual machines need set its quantity, minimum processing capacity, processing power limit and tasks need to set the number of minimum length, maximum length. The parameters obtained by such random methods will be evenly distributed into a straight line. In Gaussian random, virtual machines need set its quantity, the average processing capacity, the standard deviation of the processing power and tasks need to configure its quantity, average length and standard deviation. The random data will be substantially distributed at the range of
,  is the average value ,  represents deviation value. It can be seen from Figure   6 that the average random points evenly distributed within a given interval [200, 400] and Gaussian random points are mainly concentrated to 300 and converged at [225, 375] . We have three different ways to obtain the parameters of the virtual machine and task. Table 3 shows the parameter values of the virtual machine and the task in a different random manner, Lower represents the lower limit, upper represents the upper limit ,number indicate amount, average represents a Gaussian random average value, SD represents the variance. Table 3 gives the virtual machine and task parameters that configure by XML. The simulation result of the ant colony algorithm is shown in Figure 7 . Table 3 .Random parameter settings Table 4 .XML configuration parameters
In the above figure, the blue line is the results obtained through the XML configuration, the red line is obtained by averaging random and the yellow line through Gaussian random. The yellow line from the figure tends to be straight is mainly because of the Gaussian random processing capabilities of the virtual machine and the length of the task are concentrated in a line. The parameters of average random and XML configuration is relatively scattered, and the simulation results are fluctuations in the 250 line.
Figures 8 to 11 described the influence on the three scheduling policies when α, β, the parameters of the virtual machine change. When setting α changes in the interval [1, 3] , β changes in the interval [2, 4] , the time usage by the three different scheduling strategies is shown in Figure 8 . In random scheduling, setting the number of virtual machines fluctuation from 200 to 400, Mips changes at 200 ~ 400, the number of tasks vary between 400 and 800, the task length varies between 10000 and 20000, consumption of time of three different strategies for scheduling is shown in Figure 9 . In Gaussian random scheduling, set ting the number of virtual machines swings from 200 to 400, Mips average of 200 and variance of 50, the number of tasks varies between 400 and 800, the task length average of 15,000, and a standard deviation of 500, consumption of time of three different strategies for scheduling is shown in Figure 10 . Figure 11 shows the time usage of three different strategies through xml configuration. 
Conclusions
The main work of the paper is to improve the task scheduling algorithm in cloud computing and propose the improved ant colony optimization algorithm. In this paper, we design the average random, Gaussian random and manual for setting the parameters to test the performance of the ant colony algorithm. Finally, we judge the merits of ACO by comparing to FCFS, Greedy in the case of the same parameters. We assume that tasks are independent of each other, without any dependency and it is assumed that the task has no priority. But in real environment, the tasks have dependency relationship and cloud platforms will often take priority allocation of resources to the task of high priority. These problems will be improved in future work.
